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Just In Time Pastoral Prayers For
The Hospital Visit
Prayer Works! A Laymans Experience With
Answered Prayers By James Wesley Each of us
faces our own challenges in life. We all need
God. Prayer Works! is an account of my
journey in prayer. I know prayer works
because it works for me. I have faith that it
will continue to work for me. I think you
will find that prayer already has worked in
your life. I hope the experiences that I
share with you will help you to better
understand how prayer already has worked for
you or how it can continue to work for you.
Handy, helpful prayers to use in public
worship during Ordinary Time. The collection
includes invocations, opening prayers,
prayers of confession, and pastoral prayers
for the Sundays after Pentecost. Drawn from a
variety of traditions, the prayers in this
collection will aid any congregation as it
worships throughout the journey of this
season of the Christian year.
Few services are more important in the life
of the congregation than the service of
baptism. Part of the Just in Time! series,
Baptism Services, Sermons, and Prayers
provides prayers, litanies, sermon ideas, and
other resources designed to render baptism
meaningful to the entire congregation. It
also includes ideas for special baptismal
services, such as those associated with
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confirmation and youth retreats.
Pastoral Prayers for the Hospital
VisitAbingdon Press
Prayers of the People for Each Sunday of the
Church Year
A Guide to Preaching and Leading Worship
Pastoral Prayers to Share Year C
Pastoral Leadership Is...
Faith, Trust, & Belief
Corporate Worship in the Evangelical Church

"So what are we about as pastoral pray-ers? We are about
bringing ourselves individually and as a faith community into
right relationship with God..." What about aRevised Common
Lectionarybased book of pastoral prayers for clergy and lay
leaders that provides responsive prayers for each Sunday of
the year, including propers? David gets asked this question
often when people recognize him as the author of the three
volumes ofPrayers to Share. So, acknowledging that the
pastoral prayer is often overlooked and undervalued, and that
clergy and lay leaders may be hard-pressed for time to
compose a fresh pastoral prayer each week, he has put
together a unique and comprehensive collection of prayers
that can be adapted to present circumstances and used in a
variety of settings. The prayers are responsive, written for one
or two leaders and a congregational response. They all allow
for the inclusion of local and worldwide current events, and
individual and congregational concerns. David usually uses
the weekly Gospel reading as the broad theme for the prayers
and divides them into four easily identified sections: world
suffering church ourselves The "how to use" section covers
preparing to offer pastoral prayer, and offers 12 ways to
"do" pastoral prayer, such as: two leader congregational
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response using people and objects to dramatize a theme using
part of a hymn for a lead or a response using silence for
effect Each week offers specific suggestions for two or three
prayer formats. Other features include: Thematic Index
Scripture Index Icons in the margin to enable quick
identification of prayer sections and alternate suggestions
Data CD with text files for Year A
Just what is pastoral prayer all about? When we pray for
others and ourselves, what are we attempting to do? As David
Sparks explains, as pastoral pray-ers we are about bringing
ourselves into right relationship with God, both as individuals
and as a faith community. As pastoral pray-ers, we are about
expressing our compassion for suffering humanity, and
fulfilling God's intention of establishing God's realm on
earth. Pastoral pray-ers are also about being involved in the
answers to our prayers. There's no trying to persuade God to
do what we ourselves could do with some energy and effort
here! Sparks writes his prayers to awaken in us an awareness
of where to put our energy and use our faith to bring about
God's kingdom on earth. The paryers cover local and
worldwide events, individual and congregational concerns.
They are lectionary-based and responsive and can be easily
adapted to particular circumstances and used in a variety of
settings.
This book is intended as a supplement to Common Worship
Pastoral Services which provides liturgies for use in ministry
to the sick – distribution of communion, emergency baptism,
laying on of hands and anointing. Many hospital chaplains
find their services are needed in other acute situations and
often by people who have no church connection or knowledge
of religious language. Here chaplains need to improvise. This
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practical volume draws on the experience of numerous clergy
and chaplains and provides tried and tested liturgies in
accessible language for a wider range of occasions. Prayers
are included for - occasions surrounding birth: thanksgiving,
baby blessing and naming, emergency baptism, prayers for a
stillborn child - healing rites: communion, anointing, laying
on of hands, confession and reconciliation - marriage in
hospital, blessing of a civil union, affirmation of a
relationship - prayers for every stage of a hospital stay – on
receiving a diagnosis, before an operation, when life support
is withdrawn - occasions surrounding the death of infants,
children and adults
Prayer has always been an integral part of author Rev. James
E. Holders life. But while he was growing up, he observed
that prayers had a predictable pattern and were pretty much
routine recitations. This was troubling for him, a young man
growing into a pastoral ministry. So, he tried writing some
prayerswhich became a regular thing for him. And in his
newly released book, Prayers from the Heart, he shares some
of these prayers so others, even the young pastors, can use this
as a guide or plan for their own prayer momentsand
experience the blessing of talking and being with God.
Divided into different chapters, from church prayers to
selected prayers for occasions and professions, these
beautiful Prayers from the Heart offer readers a chance to
discover the wonderful feeling of writing and saying their
own prayers. Because prayer is a way to communicate with
God, it should bear meaning to the person praying. There
should be truth, honesty, and faith in every word prayed and
said. Rev. Holder hopes that with this collection of prayers,
readers will find some ideas and help on how to pray from
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the heart. Others would probably approach this subject
differently but if this challenges you to think thats all Im
asking for, anyway. This book goes out with my sincere
prayer that all who might read it would find the way to
satisfy that deep yearning to pray and to receive the very real
sense that you have talked with the Heavenly Father about
those things that are most important to you, the author prays.
Services for Outdoor Worship
Introduction to Pastoral Care
Finding Freedom by Connecting with God
Common Worship
How to Shepherd Biblically
Just in Time! Pastoral Prayers in Public Places
Here is a resource for pastors, Sunday school teachers, or any
church or worship leaders who need to pray on behalf of a
congregation, class, or group, yet realize as the time draws
near that they can't quite find the right words. Rolland Reece, a
seasoned pastor with over 46 years of ministry, uses images
and a structure that enable parishioners to easily follow the
words in these pastoral prayers. They offer sensitivity and
insight to the needs of the Sunday morning worshiper. These
prayers are sure to provide just the spark of creativity that's
needed when time is short and inspiration seems to have dried
up. Prayers are arranged according to the seasons of the
Christian year. Material for other special days such as Mother's
and Father's Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Election
Day, and Thanksgiving is also included. Rolland R. Reece is a
retired United Methodist pastor who continues to write for a
wide variety of Christian magazines, denominational
publications, and Ohio weekly newspapers. He graduated from
Otterbein College and earned masters degrees from United
Theological Seminary and Kent State University. His career
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included assignments to five United Methodist churches and
positions with both Goodwill Industries and United Cerebral
Palsy.
Features ready-to-use lectionary-based worship and preaching
resources for Easter.
Valuable for both seminarians and practicing clergy, this basic
work integrates theology and pastoral care in a practical and
useful way. Citing actual experiences, with questions for
personal reflection, this much-needed study brings about a new
awareness of the ministry of pastoral care.
Dozens of brief yet powerful entries for pastors about what it
really means to be on-mission, spiritual warriors who lead the
local church from a biblical point of view instead of a modern
traditional one.
Whatsoever Means Anything
Interfaith Ministry Handbook: Prayers, Readings & Other
Resources for Pastoral Settings
Just in Time! Prayers and Liturgies of Confession and
Assurance
O Come, Let Us Worship
Just in Time! Pastoral Prayers for the Hospital Visit
Common Worship: Times and Seasons President's Edition
Handy, helpful prayers to use in public
worship during Advent and Christmas. The
collection includes invocations, opening
prayers, prayers of confession, and pastoral
prayers for the Sundays of Sundays of Advent,
and Christmas Eve services. Drawn from a
variety of traditions, the prayers in this
collection will aid any congregation as it
worships throughout the journey of Advent.
In a brief introductory chapter, the author
addresses the question of why we need to
confess our sins, and offers three
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reflections in response: Sin as Pride, Sin as
Violation of Boundaries, Sin and the
Possibility of Forgiveness. The book includes
seventy prayers of confession and words of
assurance, with accompanying liturgies and
music suggestions (Scripture and hymn indexes
included!). The prayers are offered in three
sections, confession and pardon related to:
The Human Condition, The Holy Scriptures, The
Liturgical Year. The Just in Time! Series
offers brief, practical resources of
immediate help for pastors at an affordable
price.
"If prayer is so important, why is it so
difficult?" Starting from this universal
question, Neil T. Anderson, bestselling
author of The Bondage Breaker, explores how
readers can intimately connect with their
loving heavenly Father, looking at the
confidence believers can have in taking their
struggles before God—and in interceding for
others their release from bondage and the
freedom they gain to walk in the Spirit the
gracious way God leads them to love Him, not
His blessings Liberating Prayer emphasizes
the life-changing truth that prayer is
relationship, not ritual—and that as alreadyaccepted children, believers are free to be
honest with their Father. End–of–chapter
questions are ideal for group study and help
readers immediately apply what they've
learned in their own prayer lives. Based on
material previously released in Praying by
the Power of the Spirit.
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This Handbook is a support for chaplains who
work in interfaith and intercultural
settings. There are prayers, blessings and
readings from a variety of faith traditions
and languages, and prayers designed
especially for chaplains who work in hospital
or hospice settings. A topical listing of
favorite readings found in the Bible, lyrics
to favorite hymns, a relaxation exercise, and
thoughts on prayer provide additional support
for chaplains in their service.
Pastoral Care and the Means of Grace
Casebook in Pastoral Counseling
Liberating Prayer
Just In Time Series
Pastoral Prayers in Public Places
Alternative Pastoral Prayers

Part of a pastor's role in the community
is to pray publicly. The pastor is often the
official "pray-er" at all kinds of
community events--the high school
football game, the opening of the new
grocery store, the county school board
meeting, kindergarten graduation--to
name a few. But the pastor must also
pray knowing that there are believers (of
many persuasions) and non-believers
present. This book will contain sample
prayers for many civic functions that can
be used with little modification. Belton
Joyner is a retired United Methodist
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pastor and author of Being Methodist in
the Bible Belt: A Theological Survival
Guide for Youth, Parents, and Other
Confused Methodists
Readers take an exploration/journey in
prayer. Pray Like Jesus helps develop
more effective prayer for people, studies
the nature of Jesus' prayers, examines
methods and techniques Jesus used,
explores a theology of prayer, culminates
with a study of the Lord's Prayer, and
even suggests a personal journal project.
Based on the Revised Common
Lectionary and broadly ecumenical, this
addition to the Just In Time! series
provides creative liturgies, sermon helps,
and prayers for Easter Vigil, Easter
Sunday, and the 40 days of Easter.
Should miracles all be taken with a grain
of salt or be accepted without a trace of
doubt? What if Jesus was taken literally
when He said, “You haven’t asked Me for
anything yet. Ask for whatsoever you
want, and I will do it for you so that the
Father may be glorified in the Son.” And
what if Jesus responded instantly to such
requests? And what if Jesus started
answering questions plainly, and it
became next to impossible to not
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recognize a Christian? Hasn’t a story got
room for more than one miracle? If you
answered to that was no, then this book
is not for you; however, if your answer
was yes, then this is the book for you.
The story is crowded with people like
yourself, except for the awesome
adventure in which they find themselves.
Here’s a sampling from a couple of
chapters. Irving Samuels pulled his coat
collar tighter about his neck and ducked
his head into the wind as he pressed on
toward home. “I wish that I didn’t have to
face Maria tonight,” he thought. “Why
does she have to nag me all of time,
anyway? She wasn’t that way before we
got married. Sometimes I wish that I had
stayed single.” Irving patted his breast
pocket to verify to himself the presence
of his paycheck. He fervently hoped that
it would go further than it usually did. It
might be a long time before he would get
another paycheck, because he had just
been laid off along with five hundred of
his fellow employees. “They could have
given us more warning,” he thought. “On
the other hand, what would I have done if
they had given me two weeks notice? So
many people are out of work that there
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aren’t any jobs open anyway, especially in
my field. Oh well, in a couple of weeks, I
can draw unemployment.” Irving sighed
deeply. Lately things hadn’t been going
at all well for him. Suddenly he stopped
and spun around, “You dummy!” he
admonished himself. “You walked right
past the bank.” He quickly retraced his
steps past three stores and entered the
front door of the American National
Bank. He was pleased to find that there
were only two people in line at the
teller’s window. A few minutes later, his
check was cashed, and he was pocketing
the money. Somehow his week’s pay of
$480 didn’t seem to measure up to his
usual high regard for his paycheck. “A
good stiff drink or two might help me
feel better,” he decided. “Ha! It might
even help me to face Maria!” A few steps
more brought him to Mickey’s Tavern.
Irving walked inside, blinked his eyes to
adjust to the gloom, and yelled at the
bartender, “Hey, Mick! Give me a
bourbon! Better yet, make it a double.”
“Hey yourself, Irving! What’re you doing
in here so early?” “Got laid off!”
answered Irving. “Boy, nothing’s going
right lately.” Just then, the newscast on
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the radio behind the bar caught Irving’s
attention. “The Dow Jones Industrial
Averages plunged another 522 points
today to establish a 15 Year low. Brokers
attribute much of this drop to . . .” “Oh
no!” groaned Irving. “First my job, and
now this!” “It can’t be that bad,” said
Mickey as he put the bourbon down in
front of Irving. Irving tossed the drink
down neat and grimaced before
answering , “My stock hasn’t done
anything but go down since I bought it.
On top of that, it follows the Dow like it
was glued to it. I bought right at the
peak, and if that isn’t bad enough, I
bought 500 shares on margin. I kept
waiting for it to go up, and now I’ve
waited too long. Now I will have to put up
some more cash. With my job gone, I just
can’t afford it. Give me another double.”
Irving gulped down the second drink,
threw a couple of bills on the bar, and
walked out. “What a stupid mes
Services and Prayers for the Church of
England
Prayers from the Heart
Just in Time! Stewardship Services
Prayer Works!
Liturgies and Blessings for Health and
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Healing, Beginnings and Endings
Worship in the Garden
The emphasis on pastoral freedom is nearly
spent?and found wanting. Many caregivers today are
seeking to balance such freedom with a sense of
God's transcendence and communal order, which
entail personal and ritual formation.In Underwood's
resulting spirituality, the soul of pastoral care is
prayer. The substance is Scripture, studied in both
liturgical and personal settings. The evangelical
principle is reconciliation. Baptism lays the
foundation for pastoral care by providing the
paradigm for all transformations. Eucharist
constitutes the eschatological horizon for pastoral
care as ministry in the human encounter of God's
presence.This winsomely written book stands at the
forefront of a broad movement among scholars and
clergy in nonliturgical traditions that aims at
retrieving explicitly religious resources?the means
of grace. The result is a rare, truly ecumenical
contribution to pastoral care, which deepens
practice by providing a vision and a spirituality.
With the world changing so rapidly in the 21st
century, what is there left to believe in? Do
traditional religions, science and philosophy still
have anything left to offer - something that promises
measurable hope? Are the words "faith," "trust" and
"belief" still meaningful? Rev. Jim Willis believes
that the next thrust of human evolution needs to be
in the realm of the spirit; the human heart. He puts
forth the argument that this step is natural and to be
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expected, because humankind is growing into a
potential inherent since the beginnings of
consciousness.
Offers liturgical material for the journey of each
individual through life. For each key element of this
journey (birth, marriage, healing, death), it provides
both material for key ‘public’ events and resources
for ‘private’ pastoral care.
Ready-to-use prayers to connect hospitalized
persons with the presence of God.
Just in Time! Baptism Services, Sermons, and
Prayers
Just in Time! Easter Services, Sermons, and Prayers
American Book Publishing Record
The Door Interviews
Easter Services, Sermons, and Prayers
Just in Time! Prayers for Advent and Christmas
This revised, expanded edition of the Common
Worship President’s Edition contains
everything to celebrate Holy Communion Order
One throughout the church year. It combines
relevant material from the original
President’s Edition with Eucharistic material
from Times and Seasons, Festivals and
Pastoral Services, and the Additional
Collects.
This resource includes helpful prayers to use
in public worship during Lent and Holy week.
The collection includes invocations, opening
prayers, prayers of confession, and pastoral
prayers for the Sundays of Lent, Palm/Passion
Sunday, Maundy Thursday, and Good Friday
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services. Drawn from a variety of traditions,
the prayers in this collection will aid any
congregation as it worships throughout the
journey of Lent.
As individuals, we often find peace, comfort,
and a close connection to God in a garden.
Gardens often provide a space for worship in
a neutral setting outside the church for
people to gather and share a faith
experience. From Easter sunrise services to
church retreats, the special worship
experiences described in Worship in the
Garden can enhance one’s experience of God as
a congregation worships together outdoors.
The beauty of creation enhances these
sensitive, meaningful liturgies for
Communion, Blessing of the Animals, Healing,
Renewal of Wedding Vows,
Resurrection/Memorial Services, Graveside,
Baptism, Baptismal Reaffirmation, along with
other services. Inside you will learn about
liturgical gardens and biblical precedents
for outdoor worship.
Encouraging, insightful, and challenging,
Pastoral Ministry is designed for a new
generation of shepherds who seek to lead with
the passion of the apostles. Written by
MacArthur and his colleagues at The Master's
Seminary, this guide outlines the biblical
priorities essential to effective ministry.
Other contributors include: Richard L.
Mayhue, James F. Stitzinger, Alex D. Montoya,
James M. George, Irvin A. Busenitz, James E.
Rosscup, Donard G. McDougall, Robert L.
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Thomas, David C. Deuel, George J. Zemek, and
S. Lance Quinn.
Prayer Ministry in the Local Church
Pray Like Jesus
Holy Communion in the Piety of the Reformed
Church
Just in Time! Prayers for Lent and Holy Week
A Layman's Experience with Answered Prayers

Provides ready-to-use worship and preaching
resources for themes related to Stewardship.
Understanding the concept of stewardship in a
broader context as management of our God-given
gifts, this book provides material for twenty-four
services including: suggested liturgies, prayers,
Scripture passages, and sermon briefs to help
pastors minister more effectively. Contents include:
1. Make Your Money Work for You (Luke 16:1-13) 2.
Owning Up to Our Greatest Obligations: Death and
Taxes (Matthew 22:15-22) 3. Make a Difference: Be
the Body of Christ (1 Corinthians 12:12-31a) 4. Who
Needs Bigger Barns? (Luke 12:13-21) 5. Playing the
Price is Right (Luke 12:49-56) 6. Counting the Cost
Means Quality not Quantity (Luke 14:25-33) 7. Why
God Doesn’t Want Your Money (Isaiah 1:10-18) 8.
What God Deserves (Matthew 22:15-22) 9. Risking to
Make the Right Investment (Matthew 25:14-30) 10.
The Miracle of Immortal Giving (I Cor 15:35:38, 42-50)
11. Give Me Your Money or Your Life! (Luke 12:13-21)
12. Hold Nothing Back (2 Timothy 4:6-8, 16-18) 13.
Who Do You Really Want to Be? (Matthew 21:33-46)
14. Putting Your Money Where Your Mouth Is (2
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Corinthians 8:7-15) 15. God, You've Got to be
Kidding (Mark 10:17-31) 16. But It's Not What I
Signed Up For! (Luke 14:25-33) 17. Give Me More
than Possessions (Luke 16:19-31) 18. Yes,
Sometimes the Directions Do Help (Mark 10:17-31)
19. Getting What We Pay For...or Not (Romans
6:12-23) 20. Life is Unfair? (Matthew 20:1-16) 21. Joy
Fully Serving (Mark 9:30-37) 22. There is Nothing
Wrong with Being Shrewd for God's Kingdom (Luke
16:1-13) 23. Be Empowered and Gifted (1 Corinthians
12:3b-13) 24. Jesus was no Fool (Matthew 22:15-22)
Advent Services includes biblically-based sermons,
suggested scriptures, hymns, and prayers as well as
litanies for lighting the Advent wreath. These
services offer a message of hope during this
important church season, when people often visit a
church for the first time.
Offering prayer is one of the most important parts of
a pastor's hospital ministry. These prayers connect
persons with the power of God, remind persons who
they are as children of God, and sometimes put into
words deep experiences of suffering, grief, and pain.
These prayers are offered especially for difficult
times when you may not be sure how to pray or what
to pray for. Also related Bible verses are printed in
full. The Just in Time! Series offers brief, practical
resources of immediate help for pastors at an
affordable price. Included are prayers related to
illness or surgery. Prayers for persons facing
surgery, post surgery that was successful, post
surgery that was not successful, anticipating bad
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news, diagnosed with a serious progressive illness,
recovering from heart surgery, suffering from a
stroke, dealing with cancer, coping with breast
cancer, undergoing chemotherapy, suffering from
addiction, unable to be diagnosed with the source of
illness, needing a transplant and waiting for an
organ, in chronic pain Prayers related to children
and youth: Celebrating the birth of a child, mourning
a miscarriage, grieving the loss of a baby near birth,
mother choosing adoption for her newborn, adoptive
parents receiving their child, pre-mature infant, baby
who is hospitalized, child who is hospitalized, youth
hospitalized for drug treatment afraid to face
parents, youth who most likely will not recover
Prayers related to dying and death: For someone
longing to die, prognosis that is not positive, does
not have long to live, when death is imminent, prayer
over a stillborn infant, for family members who were
unable to say goodbye to loved, one before death,
for surviving family who lost loved ones in the same
accident, for family whose loss was due to suicide
Prayers related to accident or violence: Injured due
to street violence, injured due to natural disaster,
rape victim, victim of domestic violence, injury due
to war Prayers related to: New immigrant who has
fallen ill, recent refugee, college student, suffering
depression, patient who also has Alzheimer’s,
enduring painful rehabilitation, facing a long
recovery, farmer anxious about crops and/or
animals, hospitalized while incarcerated, someone
unconscious, developmentally disabled patient,
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attempted suicide (prayer with family present),
psychotic patient, worrying over child deployed in
the military, worried about paying for the hospital
bill, wanting to go home but cannot, wanting prayer
for family members, feels guilty about surviving an
accident, grieving friends who died in the same
accident Sara Webb Phillips is a United Methodist
Pastor and Editor of Homily Service. She currently
resides in Durham, North Carolina.
David Sparks gives us the third volume of pastoral
prayers in this three-book series based on the
scripture readings from the Revised Common
Lectionary for Year C. Church leaders will ?nd an
entire year's worth of responsive pastoral prayers to
help bring individuals and faith communities into
right relationship with God. The prayers can be
adapted to a variety of settings and circumstances
and are divided into four easily identi?able sections:
world, suffering, church, ourselves. Each week
offers a main prayer along with several "other ways"
of praying. The book also includes: * Data CD *How
to Use section with a step-by-step guide to different
prayer formats *Thematic index *Scripture index
*Icons in the margin for quick reference
Pastoral Prayers to Share, Year A
Common Worship: Pastoral Services
How to Shepherd God's People with Passion and
Confidence
Pastoral Ministry
Just in Time! Prayers for Ordinary Time
Pastoral Prayers to Share, Year B
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Brief, affordable, practical resources to help all who
plan and lead in worship.
Pastoral Prayers for All Seasons
Pastoral Prayers for the Hospital Visit
A Trilogy of the Spirit
Advent Services
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